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Eat your veggies
Stick 3 or more things together but don't use tape!
Wear the bunny ears (hat) and hop on one foot. "Say… I love Task."
Hold a taco eating contest. Give the winner your most comfortable t-shirt. Last 
but not least, challenge the loser to a double or nothing ice cream eating contest. 
If you lose, you have to give the winner the taco winner's prize.
Wear your left shoe on your right foot and your right shoe on your left foot.
Limbo under rubber band.
Smile at everyone nearby.
Go up to someone and ask them if you can give them a face painting. If they say 
yes, give them a face painting.
Get in front of a video camera and say "Look at me! Look at me! Look at me!"
Infringe on someone's space without touching.
Say hello to a person you've never met.
Tape recycled newsprint all around your body (wrap yourself) so you can barely 
move. Or get someone else to. Bonus for a hat!
Make a greeting card using stuff you find in the recycling/trash bins.
Have a friend trace every footstep you make as you walk around the room.
Run around barking like a dog.
Swim with Dad before he's too sick to remember.
Draw/make a solar system.
Put a French braid in someone's hair.
Talk in a pretend foreign language to someone casually.
Glue paper cups together to make snowballs.
Be content with where you are, what you have, and who you are. You are this 
moment.
With a new friend, locate the "German for Travelers" book. Learn an "interesting" 
new German phrase and try it out on Oliver Herring.
Find 5 people to sing "Happy Birthday" with.
Tell someone a love story that isn't yours. 
Put candy in all the shelters you see and leave a compliment.
Locate the big pile of cardboard with someone of the opposite sex that you don't 
know. Use the cardboard (and any other materials) to construct an amalgam of 
your dream houses. Invite people over!
Try on all the shoes in the room.
Go up to the guy with the video camera and ask him to give you a task.
Delegate this task to someone else: Climb to a high point and pontificate loudly. 
Roll some of the receipt paper across the floor.
Compliment someone.
Find Oliver Herring and ask him for a task. Then give it to someone else. Be sure 
to write it down!
A. Start small.  B. Go big. C. It's the journey. D. It's not over til the fat lady sings.
Clean your room!



Have an orgasm.
Get your wedding outfit on and get married.
Tightly shrinkwrap your face. Don't forget a breathing hole! Make new friends.
Pose as a still model.
Make a sign that says "love me" and secretly put it on someone's back.
Go have a therapy session with a stranger.
Tell someone that they are attractive. Only if you think that they actually are.
Eat something.
Say "Hey, what is going on here?" to 3 people.
Share something personal with a person wearing a hat.
Write 7 tasks devoted to being filmed. Get filmed doing it.
Find Jasmine – haver her make some rules!
Pretend you're an old man. Get 2 wooden sticks and slouch around the studio.
Do yoga.
Walk up to a stranger and tell them the cutest joke you know.
Go to the clothes pile and dress up as an 1800s European. Then go around and 
say a foreign phrase like "that is good" or "I love you." (Maybe German: "das ist 
ganz toll" "ich liebe dich")
Do a downward dog stretch.
Tell a joke to someone new.
Design a table.
Ask 4 people what their first pet's name was.
Smash the small guitar against floor!
Make something out of cardboard. Call a friend and get them over here!
Walk like E.T. (by squatting and walking like a duck) and say "E.T. phone home" 
4 times in a row.
Derek Eugene Larson.
Organize your workplace into a union!
Make a necklace. Give it to a stranger.
Find a piece of clothing and stuff it.
Find a golfball. Roll it down the street.
Play tennis on crutches.
Burp.
Pitch a tent.
Introduce yourself to 3 people. Find out where they live.
Make yourself a playboy bunny outfit.
Wrap your head in foil.
Start a one-person parade with a baton.
Zip tie yourself to someone for 5 minutes.
Pretend someone is very sick – make them a bed and take care of them and 
feed them.
Make a "gift" for someone in the room that you don't know.
Make a necklace and give it as a gift to a stranger.
Use tubes and build a structure in the highest place of the space.
Make childcare a right not a privilege!
Do the hokey pokey with a friend!



Stand on the ground of your truth.
Draw a face on the wall and have an argument with it.
Wear some clothes pins.
Pour a cup of juice, go up to someone and say "take this I promise it's not 
poisonous!"
Shave your nose hairs.
Come to my friend's (Sarah) b-day party. 12 _ Shotwell.
Walk up to someone wearing a sweater and say "my name is Hans and my name 
is Franz and I'm here to pump you up!"
Make a temporary bowling alley and BOWL!
Steal something.
Make a necklace out of paper and tiny ties!!
Find some clothes that you like for someone to wear and dress them.
Create the bathroom of your dreams. It can be any scale.
Make a puppet out of a shoe.
Make a request to DJ.
Sew all the shoelaces and bits together to make a big shoe belt that is of great 
length.
Hop on one foot 25 times.
Give someone a makeover. Must include at least 2 new garments, 3 accessories, 
and makeup. Haircut a bonus.
Ask someone for a dollar, and then give the dollar to someone else.
Read through a book and cut out 4 images and make snowflakes with each one.
Pretend you are pregnant.
Talk loudly on your cell phone with your mother.
Say thank you to everyone you meet!
Make up a sport and play it with someone!_
Pray for the cubs.
Sail a Viking ship to Cuba.
Make a canon for the ship.
Find the New World.
Win at something… anything.
Clean the space.
Get obscenely drunk. Or just act like it for 5 minutes.
Walk on the wild side.
Read someone's palm.
Paint a pine tree on someone's cheek.
Kiss.
Ask someone you don't know to draw an outline of your foot on the floor.
Make 5 necklaces and give them to strangers. Maybe even all 5 to one person!
Eat your shoulder.
Give the DJ a high five! Then get someone else to do it!
Feed some M&Ms to another person through one of the cardboard tubes.
Find paperclips.
Write a task. Then hide it and get someone to find it with the "you're getting 
warmer" game!



Talk to people with glasses.
Try to organize the clothing pile by color.
Give someone a smooch.
Call someone.
Locate the person in the room that looks most like you.
Go up to a camera and pretend you are hulahooping.
Give someone a piggyback ride.
Make a paper airplane (a good one). Now find someone or someones and have 
a contest to see whose plane can fly the furthest (They have to make their own 
plane too) (and name it). Style points are optional. 
Make a collage and give it to someone.
Ask forgiveness foe something and then do it.
Ask someone in a date.
Loosely bind yourself to a person or an object using toilet paper.
Start a chorus line.
Eat a pomegranate without touching it with your fingers.
Stand on your head for any amount of time.
Knock over some boxes. Get someone to video it. 
Combine two tasks.
Wiggle your nose (if that doesn't work wiggle…). 
Hang on to a stranger for a minute without talking. 
Stand in a cloud.
Put on red lipstick.
Give someone in the room instructive criticism.
Put gum in your air.
Put eyeliner on everyone.
Walk around with all your clothes turned inside out.
Join team green. Support or destroy the lime stand.
Make more art.
Make up a spat and get one person to ply it.
Offer to help someone with their task.
Sketch a quick portrait of the person you are with now.
Go take the bus to the Marina.
Have my own art exhibition one day.
In the name of art – fuck yourself.
Do a race with Babyear while listening to some Punk Band.
Tell someone a secret.
Find a good date for my friend Tony (he is wearing a black shirt that says 
Hawaii).
Go find a Canadian on the street.
Do sing language if you know to say a message.
Outline someone on the ground.
Encourage others to write tasks, write a task yourself.
Write me when you get this. G. 2408-85 Street Edmonton, AB T6K 3HZ 
CANADA.
Write someone a love letter + mail it to them. Now!



Print your name.
Speak your mind the good side.
Draw the outline of 5 people hands.
Make a couple hanney sex with child like matemals!
Sing along to whatever is playing.
There is a fire. Call the fire department immediately.
Wrap your arms around the world and hold it tight.
Glue paper cups together to make snowballs.
Put a piece of chicken in your pocket.
Clean this mess!!
Ziptie a lime around your neck.
Dance for 30 seconds really hard and like you mean it so everyone can see…
GREEN. Make it all green.
"borrow" some clothes you may actually wear again.
Tell someone a childhood memory that isn't yours.
Dance like you've never dances before.
Wrap a stranger in toilet paper.
Tell someone you love them.
Go to another Art gallery. Objective: eat some good food + some booz!
Sat the opposite of everything you mean to say (and maybe say it with you eyes 
closed) or open whatever.
Make a hat.
Cry loudly in a corner for a while.
Pretend you're a stand up comic.
Wrap someone in plastic wrap like a mummy!
Bounce a ball 50 times and then give it to someone else and ask them to bounce 
it 50 times.
Create an outfit/image for the newest indie folk band in town.
Make a paper sleeping bag (and take a nap!).
Find something to use as a microphone, request a song from the DJ and lipsync 
to the song.
Immobilize yourself.
Freak dance until you mean it!!
Sop up the water on the table.
Stand on your head for 3 minutes.
Fear no more the head or the sun.
Draw a symbol for your name.
Write a letter to the president of the united states.
Pick a flower & give it to someone special.
Wear some clothes pins as earrings.
Sing a song for the camera.
Call your mom more often. She misses you.
Make something just out of tape.
Write 10 more tasks.
Eat a bunch of chocolate.
Start building a treehouse.



Pick out a task. Give it to someone with pants and tell them if they don't do it you 
will move to Fargo.
Offer to give someone whose name you don't know a marker tattoo.
Dress the man on the ground.
Try to catch m+m's in you mouth but don't choke.
Stand in the middle of the room and howl like a wolf!
Be a part of the wall.
Sell the records to amoeba and plant a tree.
Give Sam Y a hug + kiss.
Shod the homeless with this box of shoes.
Make a fake baby.
Make a bodysuit out of paper, wear it, and then walk up to a stranger of your 
choice and tell him/her your favorite joke.
Make finger puppets out of bubble wrap.
In front of the camera, do not show any skin at all. You must be fully covered!
Pick a flower and give it so someone.
Pick up a book off the flax & give someone a dramatic reading out of it.
Reference yourself in a project.
Use the sunset.
Eat a strawberry with eyes closed.
Age gracefully.
Put 10 people on the back.
Find more hot glue and make snowballs from paper cups.
Go buy a case of beer to bring back and share it with everyone.
Go up to someone you don't know and do a special dance for them. Rock it!
Critique someone's project with your creative knowledge! Teach them new ways 
to see.
Do something with all the plastic bottles that looks good.
Attach some toilet paper to your shoe.
Start helping someone with their project add to it or take away from it.
Try to get as many people as possible in the tent of your choice.
Draw a picture on the floor.
Make yourself into a bag.
Call and invite a friend. The task is not complete until someone shows up.
Make a hat out of a shirt.
Wear something green.
Do something with the face paint with someone else that you don't know.
Clip toe nails.
Make a house out of cardboard and invite someone to help.
Sell yourself for less than you're worth.
Stand & block a videograph camera for 3 minutes.
 Make a sculpture of your favorite food and pretend to eat it.
Write a poem for someone here (you don't have to show them).
Make artful use of this.
Get jeweled up & make extra hands.
Pick a corner of the room. Close our eyes. Pretend you are blind & feel your way 



around.
Play basketball.
Gather 3 other people and go into the small black closet room Face the ceiling 
and chant OM for 2 minutes.
Politely find someone in the studios with a TV and watch the Cub/Dodgers game.
Pick an object and carry it around.
Make a gift for a stranger in this room. Make a piece of jewelry and gift it to a 
stranger.
Color something.
Locate the aluminum foil and then find someone to help you build a tanning bed. 
Think of Sarah Palin as you lay in it + "tan" Take turns!
Give the DJ a high 5! Get someone else to do it and make sure they pass it on!
Build something tall then knock it over.
Walk in a circle with crutches.
Make a poll structure.
Run around the room with your hands beating the air… I scored a home run. I'm 
going to the world series. 3 times.
Play basketball.
Make a wall out of seamless paper with a door on it.
Walk back to the front door. BACKWARDS. Then take a dump in the street.
Go get you face painted – just eyes.
Glue paper cups together to make snowballs.
Draw on the guy camera in news print.
Make a mountain out of a molehill.
Call a friend + get them to come to task.
Copy someone but don't tell them for awhile.
Draw or make a rainbow & put it on someone's back.
Find underwear & wear on top of your clothes.
Put clothes or something in tummy pretend you're pregnant.
Make something or someone dance with something or someone!!! As stars!!!
Turn the music up and dance. Think "tiny dancer".
Act pregnant, don't get pregnant.
Dive into the clothes.
Make a necklace.
Do cartwheels around the room yelling: "I love Captin Under Pants".
Tell someone they are beautiful but only if you think they are beautiful.
Find the DJ and ask him to play the happiest son he has in his catalog. Be sure 
to thank him!!
Exit stage left.
Write your name on the floor.
Pop one sheet of bubble wrap.
Build a cardboard fort.
Give a one minute in depth review of the movie I Robot.
Find Sam and hug him (because I couldn't find him). Kiss optional.
Blindfold yourself and make friends.
Perform collective silence in the spirit of John Cage.



Make cookie-cutters out of cardboard and make some cookies to share.
Tie and untie someone's shoe laces. Tell them it's good luck.
Find out someone's favorite memory.
Make something bounceable using rubber bands.
Tip Toe through the tulips.
Hand something from the wall or ceiling with tape.
Create a tail.
Draw a line around the room with a black marker.
Take someone into the black room & sing them a song.
Hold hands with a stranger (don't be so guarded. Just do it, already!).
Go up to 3 people you don't know and ask them what they are doing later!
Make a Viking opera at the boat about the future.
Make an art out of any material except textiles, around the clothes pile.


